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Meet Daniel. A transformed man who transformed his world. What does an ancient Jewish prophet

have to do with modern America? What, if anything, can we learn from a man who lived 2,400 years

ago as a captive in the land we now call Iraq? As it turns out, quite a bit. David and Jason Benham

are convinced the biblical example of Daniel holds the keys to contemporary Christians thriving in a

world increasingly hostile to people of faith. Like Daniel, believers today find themselves in a

changing culture, one opposed to the god they serve. Yet, like Daniel, they must learn how to stand

strong while loving and serving the people around them. Living Among Lions is for Christian

brothers and sisters who have the potential to transform their world but find themselves standing in

the shadows wondering how to live faithfully in an unfriendly environment. Divided into three

sections, Living Among Lions covers three distinct characteristics that made Daniel strong:

conviction, commitment, and courage. Daniel possessed all of these qualities and lived them out. As

a result God gave him unprecedented favor and supernatural power. A mere slave living in exile,

Daniel emerged as one of the most powerful men in the known world. Daniel's conviction,

commitment, and courage empowered him not merely to survive in Babylon but to thrive. He did not

conform to his world - he transformed it!
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This book is exactly what our culture needs at this moment. Written to encourage believers how to

really engage in the cultural battles of this day! How to let the "fullness of God" dwell in you that the



world would see something different. Not retreating back, but being salt and light.

Great message from great guys. Keep up the good work!

This book is full of nuggets of wisdom and practical advice from guys that are living it out every day.

Learn to live with authentic boldness and courage.

I just bought this book. If it's anything like their previous one, I'll have a hard time laying it down. I

walked away from 'Whatever the Cost' feeling more inspired to be more, to do more, and live more.

This is not ideological concepts, this is real life stuff they live out every day. Highly recommend their

stuff

Great book full of truths that are applicable to the times we are seeing in America today. This is a

must read for all Christians. It's time to be bold!

A much-needed directive for Christians and those seeking knowledge of the God we Christians

worship and how this faith leads us through the confusing time we are living. Much of the world

rebuffs Christain beliefs along with our faith in Jesus Christ. But this book, based on the Book of

Daniel ( Holy Scriptires) shows us how to live with, and indeed gain spiritual strength through our

trying times. Here we are lead to know how to love and serve those that believe differently. Thank

you Benham brothers!

I just bought the audible version of the book and it is excellent. I finished it in one day! The brothers

knock it out of the park again with great bible reverences and the comparison of Babylon and

today's culture. They also cover the major issues that are threatening family life values. I highly

recommend this book!

The real deal ðŸ‘•ðŸ•¼
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